
@�I:pPx: ALGEBRA, A SKILL-ORIENTED APPROACHSkill-Oriented Algebra, (SOA), is a course based uponcomputer-prepared exercises and tests. It teaches a large and usefulsubset of the elementary algebra. Instructor-based andstudent-oriented, it is rich with an unlimited store ofteacher-determined exercises. It is organized in such a manner as toupgrade students' arithmetic skills as well as instruct in thealgebra.The course is ideally suited to established, low achievementgroups. Given as an experimental program for fours years in a schoolwith 85 percent, minority enrollment, results were little short ofspectacular. At the end of this period, the school's governing bodyannounced that henceforth, "Skill-Oriented Algebra" would be theprincipal elementary algebra taught at their high school.Skill-Oriented Algebra departs significantly from the text-basedcourse in both content and approach. With SOA, drill is themethodology and computer-prepared exercises the instrumentality. Theinstructor, not the text, is the prime mover. He teaches the coursewithout recourse to the text. Instead, a curriculum guide and courseoutline are provided in the software along with a host of wordproblems and semester tests. In most states, of course, a text bookis mandatory for instruction in Algebra 1. In fact, a text isrecommended for SOA too, but to provide background and reference forthe average students, and for the advanced ones -- the wherewithal toacquire those concepts and skills missing from SOA.Skill-Oriented Algebra has proven to be a valuable course. But Ido not characterize it as superior to the text-based variety. It isnot. Algebra is a wide, varied, sometimes subtle discipline. Thesubject is most completely covered and ultimately best presented,using a text. But the number of public school students who can takeadvantage of this fact, is becoming vanishingly small. For manyschools, and in many situations within a given school, thisSkill-Oriented Algebra is the course that will succeed where moreorthodox approaches fail. With this methodology, students learn theimportant algebraic skills along with corresponding concepts. They doso because the course is more easily adjusted for difficulty-levels,and it guides students in measured sequence into each phase.Succeeding concepts are developed only after demonstrated fluency inthe necessary foundation skills.The author is convinced that most everyone can learn Algebra. Itis important that the students be convinced of this too. They shouldbe encouraged often; reinforced continuously. SOA goes a long way inthis regard. It affords students an opportunity for early success,thereby increasing their confidence and sense of personal worth.Following is a catalog listing of all the programs in thispackage together with their associated options. Thumb-naildescriptions are included. Potential users -- particularly teachers --can get an idea of what is available. The programs should be alibrary addition in all high schools. If nothing else, they canprovide a useful adjunct to algebra courses presently taught.


